AGENDA ITEM: 2
CASE NUMBER: B.O.A. 17-95

B.O.A. MEETING: January 17, 2018

LOCATION:
1

126 N. Bellevue Blvd.

OWNER/APPLICANT:

Dorothy Spikner and Dartell Treadwell/Fred Spikner (Spikner
Enterprises, LLC)

REPRESENTATIVE:

Fred Spikner (Spikner Enterprises, LLC)

REQUEST:

A conditional use permit to allow a container home (multi-family
residential structure) in the Residential Urban-3 (RU-3) District within
the Medical (MO) District Overlay

AREA:

.20 Acres (26,475 S.F.)

EXISTING LAND USE & ZONING: Vacant land in the Residential Urban -3 (RU-3) District

CONCLUSIONS
1. The proposed pre-fabricated consolidated container structure is not compatible with the predominant
architectural theme within the neighborhood consisting of structures with mostly brick exteriors.
2. Staff determines pursuant to the approval criteria identified in Section 9.24.6 of the UDC, findings
have not been adequately made to approve a conditional use permit allowing the installation of metal
shipping containers as a multifamily structure at 126 N. Bellevue Blvd.
3. This item was heard during the December 20, 2017 Board of Adjustment meeting and was held for
30 days to allow the applicant to revise the plans.

RECOMMENDATION
Rejection
Staff Writer: Staci Tillman

E-mail: staci.tillman@memphistn.gov
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GENERAL LOCATION

The subject property, identified by the “red” star, comprises Lot 21 and the consolidated lots 22 & 23 of
the Mosby Heirs/ Bellevue Place Subdivision as shown in plat of record in Plat Book 2, Page 106. The lots
are located on the east side of North Bellevue in the Medical District Overlay.
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LAND USE & ZONING

Subject Property

Surrounding Land Use and Zoning
North:

Existing office building in the Residential Urban-3 (RU-3) District

South:

Vacant land in the Residential Urban -3 (RU-3) District

East:

Existing multifamily structure in the Residential-3 (RU-3) Urban District

West:

Existing multifamily structure in the Residential-3 (RU-3) Urban District
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VICINITY MAP

PUBLIC NOTICE:
A total of 82 notices were mailed on December 8, 2017.
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SITE PLAN
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REVISED SITE PLAN

BUILDING ELEVATION
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MAIN FLOOR PLAN

LOFT FLOOR PLAN
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SITE PHOTOS

Street view of subject site

View of subject site from rear of property facing Bellevue.
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SURROUNDING PROPERTIES

Eleven 60 Apartments addressed at 1158 Jefferson Avenue with access on Bellevue and
built in 1951

Bellevue Terrace Condominiums located at 103 N. Bellevue built in 1925
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STAFF ANALYSIS
Request
The applicant is requesting a conditional use permit to allow the installation of thirty-two (32) metal
shipping containers consolidated into a single multi-family structure at 126 N. Bellevue Blvd. The
Letter of Intent states the proposed structure will house fourteen (14) individual dwelling units. Four
(4) units (800 sq.ft./unit) will each combine three (3) containers and include a roof terrace. The
remaining ten (10) units (640 sq. ft./unit) will each combine two (2) shipping containers. The letter
also states the units will primarily serve the students and young professionals employed or studying at
nearby medical institutions.
Review of Request
The underlying zoning district of the subject site is Residential Urban -3 (RU-3). According to the
permitted use table in the Unified Development Code (UDC), Chapter 2.5, a container home requires
a conditional use permit. The RU-3 District permits the use of a container home by right. The
proposed new construction will trigger Section 8.2.2 of the Medical (MO) District Overlay. Per
Section 8.2.4A of the UDC, the MO allows all uses permitted by right in the underlying zoning
district with exceptions. Since the MO standards do not specifically address multifamily residential
uses, the building envelope standards pursuant to Section 3.7.2 of the UDC shall apply.
In addition to the standards discussed above, no conditional use permit shall be approved unless the
following findings are made concerning the application:
A. The project will not have a substantial or undue adverse effect upon adjacent property, the
character of the neighborhood, traffic conditions, parking, utility facilities and other matters
affecting the public health, safety, and general welfare.
B. The project will be constructed, arranged and operated so as to be compatible with the
immediate vicinity and not interfere with the development and use of adjacent property in
accordance with the applicable district regulations.
C. The project will be served adequately by essential public facilities and services such as streets,
parking, drainage, refuse disposal, fire protection and emergency services, water and sewers;
or that the applicant will provide adequately for such services.
D. The project will not result in the destruction, loss or damage of any feature determined by the
Board of Adjustment to be of significant natural, scenic or historic importance.
E. The project complies with all additional standards imposed on it by any particular provisions
authorizing such use.
F. The request will not adversely affect any plans to be considered (see Chapter 1.9), or violate
the character of existing standards for development of the adjacent properties.
G. The Board of Adjustment may impose conditions to minimize adverse effects on the
neighborhood or on public facilities, and to insure compatibility of the proposed development
with surrounding properties, uses, and the purpose and intent of this development code.
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H. Any other finding required for a particular conditional use permit as provided in this Code.
Of the criteria listed above, staff finds item ‘A ‘as the most significant finding to address as it pertains
to this application. The impact the development will have upon the neighborhood is the largest
consideration due to the introduction of prefabricated materials to this well-established residential
district. While most parcels located along this corridor of Bellevue contain multifamily structures, the
introduction of prefabricated metal material for use as a residence may have a substantial or undue
adverse effect upon adjacent property.
The proposed prefabricated consolidated container structure is not compatible with the existing
architectural theme of the neighborhood consisting of structures comprised of mostly brick. The
conceptual drawings of the proposed structure provided in the application do not provide a sufficient
finding of compatibility with that of the existing buildings located adjacent to the subject site. Most
garden style apartment buildings located in the immediate area are of brick construction (See under
Site Photos and Surrounding Properties Photos above).
The revised schematic site plan appears to reflect the required parking spaces for a fourteen (14) unit
two-bedroom apartment building located within the Residential Urban-3 zoning district.
Conclusion
Staff determines pursuant to the approval criteria identified in Section 9.24.6 of the UDC, findings
have not been adequately made to approve a conditional use permit allowing the installation of metal
shipping containers for use as a multifamily structure at 126 N. Bellevue Blvd. The introduction of
metal container homes as proposed in this application and without adequate on-site parking will have
a substantial and undue adverse effect upon adjacent properties.
RECOMMENDATION:

Rejection

If approved, staff recommends the following:
Site Plan Conditions
1.
2.
3.
4.

The building facade shall comprise no more than 70% exposed raw metal exclusive of door
and window openings and trim.
Any drive aisle located on site shall be no less than 22 feet in width and may be widened to
accommodate 90-degree parking.
The perimeter fencing of the site will consist of ornamental metal and shall not include sightproof fencing on the entire perimeter.
This Conditional Use Permit approval is contingent upon the revised site plan and is specific
to parcels 017001 00019 and 017001 00020C. Any changes to the approved site plan or
approved conditions are subject to the review and approval of the Planning Director.
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A landscape plan shall be submitted to the Office of Planning and Development for review and
approval.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Zoning Atlas Page: 2030
Parcel ID:

017001 00019
017001 00020C

DEPARTMENTAL COMMENTS
The following comments were provided by agencies to which this application was referred:
City Engineer:
County Engineer:
County Fire Division:
City/County Health Department:

No comments received.
No comments received.
No comments received.

Shelby County Schools:
Construction Code Enforcement:
Memphis Light, Gas and Water:
MLGW Address Assignment:

No comments received.
No comments received.
No comments received.
ADD N BELLEVUE BL TO SITE PLAN. CURRENTLY SHOWS
BELLEVUE BL.

No comments by the Water Quality Branch & Septic Tank
Program.

Neighborhood Associations:
• Memphis Midtown Development Corporation as of December 15, 2017
• 31st Ward Civic Club
• Mid Inner-City Association for Heritage
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APPLICATION
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LETTER OF INTENT
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PUBLIC COMMENTS
Any comments received from the public concerning this application are listed below and attached to
the end of this report if applicable.
OPPOSITION
To: The Board of Adjustment Applications
From: Ryan Van Dinter, 1463 Rosemary Lane, Memphis, TN, 38104
Date: 12/7/2017
RE: BOA 17-95 – Conditional Use for Container Apartment
To the Board of Adjustment Applications,
First, I admire Mr. Spikner’s desire and effort to improve the city by meeting its housing needs
and creating jobs. The City of Memphis needs more entrepreneurs like Mr. Spikner that exhibit
the energy and values necessary for improving the lives of residents.
I believe the application for a conditional use permit for a container apartment at 126 N Bellevue
Blvd proposed in application BOA 17-95 should be denied for the following reasons:
1. It does not fit with the intended purposes stated in the Residential Urban-3 zone (RU-3)
or the Medical District Overlay (MDO)
2. It is out of character with the surrounding buildings
3. Container homes do not have the same longevity as conventionally built housing
4. This project is based on a trend that will pass with time and result in a building resembling
the poorly designed shoebox apartments that burden the Medical District
The container apartment complex does not fit with the intended purposes of the RU-3 or MDO
The combination of the RU-3 and MDO allow for nearly every housing type by right listed in the
residential use table. Given this flexibility, a container apartment is not the best structure for infill
development (RU-3) and creating a urban, walkable, pedestrian environment (MDO).
The proposed project is not as efficient as traditionally designed apartments in that exist within
this neighborhood, and is therefore not a good method for infill development and denser
neighborhoods. For comparison, the condominiums located at 103 N Bellevue contain 16 units
among 2 buildings on a 0.494 acre lot: eight units at 733 SF and eight units 673 SF (Zillow.com).
The container apartments proposal shows 14 units on two parcels totaling 0.607 acres: four units
at 800 SF and ten units at 640 SF. Adjusting both properties to one acre, 103 N Bellevue yields a
density of 32 units per acre vs 23 units per acre. The traditional building adds more total units on
a smaller foot print, is a better fit for the zone, and may be more profitable.
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Additionally, the apartment layouts are unclear because neither the site design nor conceptual
drawing show if the proposed unit sizes include exterior space, or if the additional space is a
result of adding walls adjacent to the container structure. If the containers require additional
walls to increase the size of each unit, then why not just use walls throughout and forgo the
containers? If those dimensions do include the exterior space, then the interior space is about
320 SF. There is nothing wrong with small units, but this would be inefficient given the size of the
structure and parcel.
The apartment complex is out of character with the surrounding buildings
The photos provided in the application only show shoebox apartments. This does not accurately
reflect the neighborhood condition. There are several classically designed single and multifamily
homes in the area that are less bulky than the proposed building. The proposed structure will not
achieve a similar ascetic and will be out of scale with its surroundings. I provided pictures from
google maps of other multifamily housing on Bellevue and Montgomery:

Neighboring property – 116 N Bellevue – Triplex – 1922

Adjacent Condos – 103 N Bellevue – two 8 unit buildings – 1925
Single Family homes – 133 and 137 N Bellevue
Built 1905 and 1907
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Behind proposed project 115-127 N Montgomery – three 4 unit garden apartments -- 1928

135-151 N Montgomery – Triplex, Single Family, Single Family – 1900, 1909, 1900
Built for a trend without the long term in mind (points 3-4)
The Memphis Daily News writes that Mr. Spikner plans to use containers from his business. It is
worth asking the age and condition of these containers as these are significant factors in the
longevity of the structure. Containers have a lifespan of about 25 years, and may already have 10
years of before removed from operations. Additionally, the containers need to be water tight
and square in order to be used for living spaces. Given these factors, the long-term life span of
this project may be shorter when compared to traditional multifamily structures.
The container project is based on assumptions that millennials and generation x want to live in a
modern and weird building, while missing the needs of senior citizens. People that move into
urban areas want to live in neighborhood within a walkable distance to shops, parks, and work.
People also want the nicest unit they can afford at lowest possible price. This notion is one of the
underlying causes of increased rents in the country: Higher income people exceedingly occupy
the most affordable units in their area (HUD, Worst Case Needs Report to Congress 2017).
Finally, as the Memphians age and retire, they will look to downsize their home. Designing
towards the millennial and gen x cohorts misses the fact that many senior citizens will need small
units in good condition within the city. People’s needs will not change over the long term, but
their tastes will. Designing a more traditional building will ensure that it is appropriate for our
current residents and future generations.
In 2017, the Memphis Medical District Collaborative ran three workshops to recruit small
developers for infill projects. One of the leaders recently posted this concerning container living
and working spaces:
“Start with less than 8' clearance and add interior finishes. Structure works fine until you need openings. The only folks excited about
steel can living and work spaces are people who have yet to live or work in one. The triumph of trendiness over common sense and
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ordinary building skills.”

I think the application for a conditional use permit should be rejected because the container
apartment project does not fulfill the intent of the RU-3 or MDO, is inefficient, out of character
with the neighborhood, and will not meet the current and future needs of Memphis’s residents.
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ADDENDUM
The revised site plan provided by the applicant as requested by the Board of Adjustment is
subsequently attached at the end of this report.
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SPIKNER ENTERPRISES CONTAINER HOME DEVELOPMENT

				

CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT APPLICATION
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENTS ADDENDUM
JOSHUA N. BELLAIRE, AIA, LEED AP
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Introduction
Our intent is for this to be the first multi-family residential development in the region utilizing prefabricated, repurposed
shipping containers. As this is becoming a widespread housing typology, currently being installed all over the world, we are
very excited to be at the forefront of introducing such a project in Memphis. We are confident that once constructed, it will
generate as much excitement here in the Mid-South as it has in other regoins across the globe.
The development will consist of fourteen individual dwelling units. Four of which will be constructed with (2) - 8’W x 40’L x
9 ½’H containers, and (1) - 8’W x 20’L x 9 ½’H above with a roof terrace, yielding a total of 800 square feet. The remaining 10
will be constructed with (2) – 8’W x 40’L x 9 ½’H containers sized at 640 square feet total. The project will be located on the
currently vacant parcel at 126 N. Bellevue, and is intended to potentially serve the housing needs of not only the immediate
surrounding population, but primarily the students and young professionals employed or studying at the nearby Southern
College of Optometry, LeBonheur Children’s Hospital, and Methodist Hospital’s Midtown facilities.
The project’s design and construction team currently consists of myself (Architect), Jonathan Castle Black (Contractor), and
Fred Spikner (Owner / Developer). The Reaves Firm has also assisted with the property surveys. This development project
aims to be a catalyst for not only a revitalization and rejuvenation of the neighborhood, but also a new option for affordable
housing in the mid-south region. The design is well suited for the intended market, both in size and aesthetics, and also
aligns perfectly with the urban streetscape intentions outlined in the Unified Development Code. Multiple iterations of design
concepts were studied, but the one being presented is the culmination of that lengthy process and represents the most
appropriate solution for this given site and context.
Our main planning objectives with this particular project, hopefully the first of many, is to provide a modern housing option
for those looking for such a home in this area, implement a building example which can establish a precedent for future
quality and aesthetics, and spawn a reinvestment in this suffering area. The design illustrates and makes provisions for these
effects to occur. Our next step is to obtain the city’s approval to pursue this concept in order to proceed with the construction
documents. Then, once materials are sourced we will begin fabricating as much as possible in our warehouses before
transporting the units to the site for further inspections and finish-outs.
The project will not only provide a modern and attractive housing option in the area, but also activate the streetscape, provide
safe parking for tenants, allow for tenants to maintain and utilize their own hanging gardens for plants or produce, and
contribute to the local recycling effort by adapting and reusing these underutilized containers. This will ultimately be
approached as a sustainable and energy efficient construction project and will be a source of pride for the City of Memphis.
The impetus for this construction project is not of a financial nature, but a conservatory and therefore humanitarian one. We
are not concerned that building with containers is less expensive than conventional materials, but that it is a more
sustainable and therefore noble method. We are using an otherwise wasted commodity, which is already assembled in a
1
suitable structural system, and recycling/repurposing it into an perfectly legal, and desirable dwelling space.

Theoretical Perspective
“It seems to me that music is a kind of sublimated mathematics. So is architecture a kind of sublimated
mathematics, and in the same sense.” - Frank Lloyd Wright
“‘It is the relationship between our experience of order in space and the distribution of underlying
dynamic processes in the brain’. To this end, principles such as structure, rhythm, harmony/dissonance,
metrics, and the like, provide a common compositional vocabulary - sound and space can inform one
another through a body of concepts shared by musician and designer.” - Jim Lutz
Jim Lutz, “Thinking Outside the (Music) Box: Collaborations Between Composers and Architects”,
Resonance - Essays on the Intersection of Music and Architecture, Culicidae Architectural Press, 2007

Music and architecture have many things in common such as rhythm, texture, harmony, proportion, and dynamics.
Rhythm and architecture are similar in many ways. Rhythm has much to do with pattern. Patterns can be found in both music,
through beat and repetition, but can also be found in shapes or structural elements in architecture.
Texture is also a key concept of architecture and music. Texture in music has to do with the layering of different sounds and
rhythms by different instruments. Materials in architecture can also display texture. The combination of different materials
can show a wide variety of different textures and how they can interact with each other.
Architecture and music also have harmony in common. Harmony can be from balance in a musical work or it can also be
through a balance of a part to a whole. Architecture can show harmony through the successful use of different materials
or designs in a space together to become one unified space.
Proportion in my opinion relates to harmony in many ways. The right proportions in music in intervals and notes can help
create a harmony throughout the work. Proportions with materials in architecture also create a balance. The correct
balance can harmonize an architectural setting.
Architecture and music also share dynamics. Dynamics deals with quality. Music and architecture need certain qualities and
standards to make the works worthwhile and meaningful.
Music and architecture can be paralleled in many more ways than one. Rhythm, texture, harmony, proportion, and dynamics
all are tied into the arts in some way; whether it is through buildings, or songs. Either way, the overall qualities shared
between music and architecture can help inspire each other. The more qualities in common, the more influence music and
architecture can have on each other through emotions and the overall meanings of works.
by Dana Brink (https://blogs.lt.vt.edu/danabrink/2014/05/10/the-relationship-between-music-and-architecture/)
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Theoretical Perspective - continued
As a registered, experienced, and contemporary architect, I am constantly seeking new and exciting ideas to
integrate into my designs. I believe architecture can be informed and influenced by the most unlikely of sources, to
create new relationships and form new symbioses. It was during the course of this project in which I became
fixated on a certain phenomenon which I tend to experience while listening to pleasurable music, which is known
as a “frisson”. Also called an “aesthetic chill”.
I began to wonder that if music, sounds, images, tastes, and touch can induce this phenomenal physiological
response in humans, does or could architecture do the same? Much research has been performed to study the
effects of the aforementioned forms of stimuli, but none to the potential of spatial influence or of the built
environment we inhabit on a daily basis. This became an underlying theory which influenced this particular
project’s concept development.
If we use the same devices a composer employs to create this effect in a powerful work of music, I believe a work
of architecture will produce a similar consequence. Elements such as those previously mentioned:
rhythm, texture, harmony, balance, proportion, dynamics...as well as some not mentioned like the ‘lead-in’ or
approach, dissonance or deviation from the expected, the tension created and then released, the dark & heavy
contrasted dramatically with the light & ethereal. These are all important factors I’ve discovered in my research
as well as personal intellectual study of this most powerful sense I know of in regards to human experience.
Through multiple, methodical, and somewhat very different iterations of how this end might be acheived in this
project, I believe that a successful solution has been discovered. I consider this idea to be perfectly relevant to this
particular design problem, as well as context considering Memphis’ musical history, and hope to prove so in the
following documentation. The fact that there was the imposition of a prefabricated form, (the shipping container),
as a predetermined structural system, I believe only helped to reinforce this concept as the design process began.
I think of it as a bar, in music, or a measure. Therefore sitting down to design a place constructed of shipping containers, to me, was similar to writing a composition of musical notes to be played by a symphony orchestra where
all of these devices had to be incorporated to create this profound phenomenological effect by forms in space.
As you will see...there is a simple yet elegant order to the structure; an obvious rhythm, a play of textures and
materials, a harmony of the parts to the whole yet with a modicum of dynamic deviations for a touch of the
unexpected, a pleasing proportion and scale, with an unanticipated aesthetic given its context, upon approach.
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Precedent Studies

As you will see from the following
examples, found from all over the
world, there are various exterior
treatments possible for these types
of structures. Our proposal, given the
need for substantial exterior insulation
in our climate region, is to have
insulation and cladding on the entire
exterior, completely covering any
remnants of the actual metal skin of
the containers from view. We therefore
ask, would this project have the same
controversy if the structure was wood,
considering both would be of similar dimensions and clad in the same
materials? Our goal is to simply use the
prefabricated structure, not expose it.
We appreciate your time and look
forward to your favorable acceptance
of our future project.
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Multi-family Container Home Development
- Little Rock, AR
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- EXPANSIVE LIVING ROOM WINDOWS / AMPLE LIGHT
- EFFICIENT STACKED ORGANIZATION
- ATTRACTIVE CONTRAST OF METAL & WOOD
- PRIVATE BALCONIES FOR ALL UNITS
- MULTI-STORY AT A HUMAN & URBAN SCALE
- INTEGRATION & ACTIVATION OF COMMUNAL SPACES
- SCALE KEEPING W/ CONTEXT

PONTIAC MULTI-FAMILY
CONTAINER HOME - PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
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A container project by a non-profit group will house formerly displaced veterans in
Midway City, Calif. in 2017
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West Coast Green kicked off this morning and
is excited to reveal this year’s stunning show
house: the SG Blocks Harbinger prefab!
Composed of five recycled shipping containers,
the home features a durable steel envelope that
is capable of withstanding hurricanes in
Florida and earthquakes in California. A paragon
of sustainability, the Harbinger house also
features FSC-certified woods, solar panels,
rainwater recycling, and an Agilewaves resource
monitoring system
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MULTI-FAMILY CONTAINER HOME
- CHICAGO, IL
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Simple & modern aesthetics created with a mix of wood
or fiber cement siding, and metal wall panels
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Contextual Analysis

The immediate context of the project site predominantly consists of 2-story
multi-family residential structures. Light commercial & religious structures
line the arterial streets to the north & south. The area is an established urban
neighborhood with many mature deciduous trees and dated buildings.
There is a strong need for a catalyst to initiate neighborhood revitalization.

SITE

CONTEXT

Midtown - Memphis, TN

APPROACH

SITE

N126 N Bellevue Ave.
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VIEW SE
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Site Survey
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Site Analysis
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Site Response
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Revised Site Plan
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Design Solution

Initial Layout Sketches

Concept Development
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This initial concept was determined by
the owner’s desire to allow tenants to
occupy their own individual, detached
dwelling units within the complex. We
explored this idea by dividing the site
into individual ‘lots’, all fronting a
communal open space. Although we
were able to install a total of ten dwelling
units on the site with this organization,
which was the initial quantity the client
was requesting, I explained how it was
actually a quite inefficient layout in that
there were now five surfaces to address
rather than two or three, which would
be the case if they were stacked and or
abutting each other. This arrangement
also created odd, and potentially unsafe
long linear open spaces between the
dwellings which could become havens for
undesirables, as well as trash collecting
areas. This also meant that we would lose
the economy of stacking utilities.
The second iteration of the same scheme,
seen below, was an attempt to add an
element of dynamism, to animate the
units in perspective upon approach and
add some visual movement to the site.

Initial Concept Model
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This intermediate scheme
began to explore the
opportunities and benefits
associated with stacking
multiple units to increase
economy, simplify
construcatbility, and obtain
a unified mass; yet keeping
somewhat indiviualized
units. This critical part of
the process also stressed
the importance of an
articulated, active facade in
order to express the idea of
a musical movement
inherent to the project’s
original concept.
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A RHYTHM IS ESTABLISHED WITH STRUCTURE, & A HARMONY WITH THE PARTS.
MOVEMENT OCCURS WITH THE ARTICULATED RECESSING OF VERTICAL SURFACES,
DYNAMISM WITH ANGLED PIECES ABOVE, PROVIDING AN UNEXPECTEDNESS; WHICH IS
ALL BALANCED ALONG A CONSTANT HORIZONTAL MEASURE OF CONTINUAL PLANES.
ALTERNATING MATERIALS OF RAW CONTAINER METAL AND LOCALLY SOURCED
CYPRESS WOOD SIDING ADD A PLEASANT COLOR AND TEXTURE TO THE COMPOSITION.

GARDEN WALL TO INTRODUCE A
SOFT & ORGANIC TEXTURE, IN
A RHYTHMIC ARRANGEMENT

19

LOFT FLOOR PLAN

MAIN FLOOR PLAN

This final iteration most
thoroughly and
accurately reflects the
project’s initial concept,
as well as obtains more
units than the previous.
The design
decisions that were
made early in the
process helped to inform
both client and architect
of the direction in which
this idea should proceed.
After careful
consideration of
multiple options, the
design has arrived at a
solution which embodies
all of the elements we
initially sought to
incorporate: a striking
and unexpected image
upon approach; a varied
and layered use of
texture, color, &
materials; an established
rhythm within a well
proportioned human &
urban scale; an
articulation, animation,
& alternation of surface
planes; an element of
movement & dynamism,
and a balance &
harmony of weightiness
with the light & ethereal.
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Quick Cash on Cash Return Analysis
126 N. Bellevue - Multi-Family Container Home Development
Total Rental Square Feet
Average Rent per Square Foot
Purchase Price

9,600
(4)@$1.50 & (10)@$1.25
$
1,275,000

Monthly Gross Potential Income
Vacancy & Credit Loss
Effective Monthly Rental Income
Other Income
Annual Gross Operating Income
Property Taxes
Insurance
Maintenance
Management Fee
Reserves for Replacement
Other expenses
Total Annual Expenses
Annual Net Operating Income
Debt Service
Annual Before Tax Cash Flow

$

Cash on Cash Return

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

12,800
10%
11,520
138,240
17,500
15,000
5,000
10,000
5,000
52,500
85,740
49,725
36,015

Debt Service Calculation
Loan Amount
Interest Rate
Amortization (months)
Annual Debt Service

Initial Investment
Purchase Price
less: Loan Proceeds
Initial Investment

$

956,250
4.00%
240
$49,725.00

$
$
$

1,275,000
956,250
318,750

11.30%
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Conclusion
Although a ‘frisson inducing’ work of architecture could not possibly be a guaranteed result, it is evident that
through this particular design process, every measure was carefully taken in order to incorporate all of the
previously mentioned components that create a strong connection between music and architecture.
Rhythm - the strong horizontal floor & roof planes express the bars of a music staff by being allowed to be at the
forefront of the edifice, while the cmu demising walls are recessed slightly to create a rhythm of vertical elements
Texture - smooth concrete block walls, variations in the grain & tone of the wood siding, organic vegetation on
every elevation, and the crispness of the glazing contrast the industrial sense of the raw steel shipping containers
Harmony - the design as a whole, rather than being a monolithic construction of a single structural material, is a
composition much like a symphony in that multiple parts, or notes, or instruments, together create an organized
and unified network to create a consolidated work. A hierarchy of the pieces is used to establish the form
Balance - the equal and unified distribution of units, and architectural elements, provides equal weight in all views
Proportion - a module of 10’ x 16.2’ (a golden rectangle) was used to visually shape the space fo each unit
Dynamics - visually, all of the notes along the measure combine to make a robust, powerful, and active structure
‘Lead-in’ / approach - you round the corner, advance nearer, & it slowly reveals itself, then opens up completely
Dissonance / deviation from the expected - the strong grid is unexpectedly disrupted by the angled lofts above
Tension / release - an energetic tenseness is created through the use of solid & void, and the articulation of the
facades; intentionally located within one’s primary cone of vision. The release occurs above by the free forms atop
the roof planes, juxtaposed at slight angles from the grid implied by the horizontal & vertical elements
Dark & heavy - the visual weight of the concrete blocks and the steel containers reinforce this component
Light & ethereal - expressed horizontals & suspended stair landings are employed to create this floating effect
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